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Digital asset management with game.
Under Armour makes the most of its valuable creative assets
by centralizing content created with Adobe Creative Cloud and
managed with Adobe Experience Manager.

“Adobe Experience Manager Assets gives us a great launching point
for innovation. We’re already saving time and money by making our
creative assets more accessible.”
Ben Snyder, IT Product Owner, Under Armour

SOLUTION
Adobe Experience Cloud, including Adobe Experience Manager, part of Adobe Marketing Cloud
Adobe Creative Cloud for enterprise
Adobe Sensei

RESULTS

Makes CREATIVE ASSETS easier for internal users and
wholesale partners to find
Reduces cumbersome manual processes with
AUTOMATED ASSET TAGGING

4

Hours saved per user through easier LICENSE
MANAGEMENT covering more than 1,000 users
Lowers STORAGE COSTS by reducing duplication of files,
workflows, and tools
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Under Armour

Creative assets are the key to a winning athletic brand

Established in 1996

For a company specializing in high-performance athletic wear, image is everything. Whether it’s a t-shirt or
a shoe, driving sales in large part comes down to how the items look and who wears them. Global athletic
brand Under Armour understands this principle well. To promote its products, Under Armour produces
hundreds of thousands of creative assets, including product shots, marketing copy, store displays, videos,
and images of the gear in action, worn by professional athletes.

Employees: 15,800
Baltimore, Maryland
www.underarmour.com

CHALLENGES
• Share assets more effectively across the
organization and with partners
• Consolidate multiple tools into a central
repository within the security framework
• Gain visibility into how assets are being
used with central logging

USE CASE

These assets get used in a variety of sales and marketing promotions—both internally and by partners who
sell Under Armour products. But accessing the files hasn’t always been easy. Creative and marketing teams
stored content in a variety of repositories, including SharePoint, Dropbox, file servers, and even USB drives,
creating duplication of content and inefficient use of resources and workflows.
According to Ben Snyder, IT Product Owner at Under Armour, “With creative assets stored across multiple
tools and departments, it could take hours or days to gather the content required for a campaign or event.
We needed a central repository to make it easy to use our creative assets.”
It all started with a pressing requirement to share content more effectively with wholesale partners, who
need to be able to download product photos for use in catalogs, websites, and in-store materials. But
Snyder soon realized that a central repository would simplify work for a lot of people internally as well,
from creative and marketing to customer service and retail.

• Content Marketing & Velocity

“We wanted to create a single source of truth. Our goal was to create a one-stop shop where you can find
any asset you need,” says Snyder. “Adobe Experience Manager Assets offered a great enterprise option to
make a wide variety of assets available both internally and externally.”

“Adobe Experience Manager
Assets offered a great enterprise
option to make a wide variety of
assets available both internally and
externally.”

With Adobe Experience Manager Assets, part of Adobe Marketing Cloud, Under Armour is dramatically
reshaping the way it manages creative content—increasing efficiency, saving time, and maximizing use of
the assets it works so hard to produce. The company began by moving 5TB of data into the digital asset
management (DAM) system, but expects that to grow exponentially as marketing photography, video,
copy, development files, and Adobe Illustrator and InDesign files are posted.

Ben Snyder, IT Product Owner, Under Armour

Tools for better teamwork
Under Armour uses Adobe Creative Cloud for enterprise to produce most of its creative assets. More than 600
people in product development and marketing have access to Adobe Photoshop, Illustrator, and InDesign.
In addition, video editors rely on Adobe Premiere Pro to produce video assets, using the workflow in
Team Projects to support collaboration between teams in Maryland and New York.
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Using Adobe Creative Cloud Libraries, teams can share design elements such as icons, color swatches, and
fonts—avoiding duplicate efforts and working faster. With the deployment of Adobe Experience Manager
Assets, the company expects Adobe Creative Cloud Libraries to play an increasingly important role in asset
development and sharing.
Aside from Adobe Creative Cloud users, as many as 500 people use Adobe Acrobat DC for administrative
purposes. With so many licenses across the suite of Adobe products, Under Armour opted for a Named User
Licensing solution, which gives the company more flexibility to package and distribute software based on its
users’ needs. Users have federated IDs linked to Active Directory groups, enabling single sign-on and making
it easy to add, renew, and remove licenses. This approach saves the company up to four hours per user.

Creative teams get the assist with automated metadata tagging
To make assets easier to find, Under Armour decided to do more than just consolidate repositories into a
DAM. The team reimagined the governance of its digital assets, creating a consistent approach to tagging
and workflows, one that would improve access and management of all assets and improve the workflow
for creative teams.

“Automatic tagging through Adobe
Experience Manager Assets saves
a lot of time for creative teams as
they upload files. And it surfaces
many assets that might have
gotten lost previously.”
Ben Snyder, IT Product Owner, Under Armour

“Tagging is important but can be a complex and manual time-consuming process,” explains Snyder. “Some
tags could be applied in bulk uploads, but most tags had to be added manually. Because this step was often
neglected, files would practically disappear.”
Using Adobe Experience Manager Assets, Snyder and his team devised a sophisticated workflow that
automatically adds relevant tags to each file by integrating product lifecycle information via an API connection
to their master data management (MDM) solution. The asset owner, usually a creative team member, simply
tags the material code into the XMP metadata. A workflow then runs to associate 20 attributes based on the
data pulled from the MDM platform—details such as product name, style number, colorway, target audience
gender, sport category, and market region.
Under Armour has integrated its Workfront project management system in a similar way, tagging assets
automatically as they are added to projects in the DAM with information from creative briefs, such as
campaign names and brand channels.
“Automatic tagging through Adobe Experience Manager Assets saves a lot of time for creative teams as
they upload files,” Snyder says. “And it surfaces many assets that might have gotten lost previously.”
As Under Armour absorbs content into the DAM, there is a growing case for also using Smart Tags, powered
by Adobe Sensei, the artificial intelligence and machine learning technology. The Smart Tags feature can help
identify relevant metadata that goes beyond product attributes, such as big-name athlete sponsorships.
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Going to market faster with a one-stop shop for assets
When it comes to accessing Under Armour’s creative assets, most users do so through the company’s
secure portal, built using Asset Share Commons, for marketing teams, customer service representatives,
retail stores, and wholesale partners. Providing a simple interface with a search box and filters, the portal
dramatically changes the way people look for product photos and other content.
“In the past, it could take a week for marketing to gather all the imagery needed for a particular event, such
as a pop-up store with a featured athlete,” explains Snyder. “Now, with Adobe Experience Manager Assets,
they can find all the latest materials in a matter of minutes with a quick search in one spot.”
The solution is great for wholesale partners, who typically want to download large batches of product
images. Instead of searching for each photo individually, these partners can perform a bulk search using
material codes and download hundreds of photos at once. They can even adjust the image resolution and
change the file type on the fly.

“Adobe Asset Link can help us
manage images when they are still
a work in progress, from uploading
to reviewing and retouching.”
Ben Snyder, IT Product Owner, Under Armour

“By accessing Adobe Experience Manager Assets through the portal, our wholesale partners can find assets
themselves—without having to ask an Under Armour employee to gather the files and deliver them through
Dropbox,” says Snyder.

The future: managing the asset lifecycle with Adobe Asset Link
As a user of Adobe Creative Cloud for enterprise, Under Armour has partnered with Adobe to help build
the next-generation workflow across creative and marketing processes. Adobe Asset Link allows creative
and marketing teams to share files and manage the full asset lifecycle without leaving the tools they use
every day. For Under Armour’s photography teams, that means being able to upload and retouch images in
Photoshop, while users on other teams can potentially start to tap into them from InDesign and Illustrator.
“Adobe Asset Link can help us manage images when they are still a work in progress, from uploading to
reviewing and retouching,” Snyder says. “Our experience with the tool has been very good, and we look
forward to exploring new use cases as we go along.”
He continues, “The checkout feature within Adobe Asset Link is a new concept for our design teams, and
it could help us manage the whole lifecycle of an asset within the DAM. It will likely become a crucial
capability as we continue our digital transformation in marketing.”
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SOLUTION AT A GLANCE

Technology innovation for the win

Adobe Experience Cloud, including:

Consolidating multiple repositories onto Adobe Experience Manager Assets has opened new possibilities
for asset sharing at Under Armour. For one thing, creative assets now sit safely within the corporate security
framework, integrated with the single sign-on and two-factor authentication systems. This allows for better
control over valuable, copyrighted materials.

Adobe Marketing Cloud
• Adobe Experience Manager
• Assets
• Smart Tags, powered by Adobe Sensei
Adobe Creative Cloud for enterprise,
including:
Apps: Adobe Illustrator, Adobe InDesign,
Adobe Photoshop, Adobe Premiere Pro
Adobe Asset Link: Native connection to
Experience Manager Assets
Services: Adobe Creative Cloud Libraries

The consolidation also allows for greater visibility into usage activity. Instead of merely tracking the number
of downloads per user, the IT team aims to see which departments are using the tool, which assets are
downloaded most frequently, and how each asset is used.
“We’d like deeper insights into usage on the secure portal built with Asset Share Commons, so we can
encourage adoption across the organization,” explains Snyder. “The insights would also give our photography
teams much-needed feedback on their photo shoots. If they can see that certain types of assets aren’t being
used, they can focus elsewhere and save some time and money.”
The IT team also aims to simplify folder hierarchies within the DAM, making it quicker for creatives to
organize files and easier for users to find what they need. When creative teams upload new assets, they
can apply a predefined folder structure that automatically imparts certain metadata to each file, such as
its intended use.
“Adobe Experience Manager Assets gives us a great launching point for innovation as we improve the way
we manage some of our most valuable resources,” says Snyder. “We’re already saving time and money by
making our creative assets more accessible, and we’re eager to keep exploring the benefits.”

For more information
www.adobe.com/marketing-cloud.html
www.adobe.com/marketing/experience-managerassets/digital-asset-management.html
www.adobe.com/creativecloud/business/enterprise.html
www.adobe.com/sensei.html
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